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1. INTRODUCTION
It is known that the MacWilliams identity and Gleason’s theorem for
binary codes can be derived from the theory of theta functions. However,
its proof involves a large number of results and techniques from the theory
of modular forms. As a general reference in this connection we refer to the
book of W. Ebeling [2], which partly rests on lectures by F. Hirzebruch [3].
As a reference for general coding theory we refer to the book of J. H. van
Lint [4].
In this paper we study modified theta functions, namely theta functions
with spherical coefficients, in order to achieve results similar to the
MacWilliams identity and Gleason’s theorem for the so-called local weight
enumerators of binary self-dual codes.
In the following C denotes a linear binary self-dual code of length n2.
Let c=(c1 , ..., cn) # C. The weight w(c) of c is the number of nonzero ci .
Since C is self-dual, w(c) must be an even integer. In particular, this implies
that the minimum distance d(C) of the code is an even integer.
In order to study the local structure of the self-dual code, the following
definition will be useful.
For any subset 0 of [1, ..., n], we set
Ci (0)=[c=(c1 , ..., cn) # C | w(c)=i, cs=1 for s # 0]. (1)
With this notation, we shall say that for integers 1ti, 0 admits the
(t, i)-design property provided
|Ci (01)|=|Ci (02)|
for all subsets 01 , 02 of 0 with |01 |, |02 |=t.
Moreover, if 0 admits the (t, i)-design property for every it, we say
that 0 admits the t-design property.
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In this paper we shall analyze the t-design property for the special case
that t=1 or t=2.
Suppose that 0=[u, v] is an ordered set of two coordinates with u<v.
In order to derive relations among the integers |Ci (u)| and |Ci (v)| we
introduce the polynomial
W0(x, y)= :
n&2
j=2
xn& j&1y j&1( |Cj (u)|&|Cj (v)| )
= :
c # C, cu=1
xn&w(c)&1yw(c)&1& :
c # C, cv=1
xn&w(c)&1yw(c)&1.
The smallest weight i for which |Ci (u)|{|Ci (v)| is called the 1-local mini-
mum weight with respect to 0, denoted by d(0). If there is no such integer
we write d(0)=. Clearly, 0 admits the 1-design property if d(0)=.
Following the MacWilliams identity, our first result will be
Theorem 1. If C is a binary self-dual code then
Wu, v(x, y)=&Wu, v \x+ y- 2 ,
x& y
- 2 +=Wv, u \
x+ y
- 2
,
x& y
- 2 + .
Moreover, for a doubly even code we will prove the following
statements.
Lemma 1. Assume that C is a doubly even self-dual code. If d(u, v)>
(n&8)6 then d(u, v)=, thus [u, v] admits the 1-design property.
A code of length n=24m+8k, k=0, 1, 2 having minimum distance
d4m+4 is called an extremal code. As an application, Lemma 1 yields
the following corollary
Corollary 1. The codewords of any nonzero weight i{n of an
extremal doubly even self-dual code of length n form a 1-design.
Following Gleason’s theorem, our next result will be
Theorem 2. Let C be a doubly even self-dual code with local minimum
distance d(u, v){, then
W(u, v)(x, y)=(xy(x4& y4))d(u, v)&1 (x12&33x8y4&33x4y8+ y12) F[x, y],
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where F[x, y] is a linear combination of the polynomials
(x4y4(x4& y4)4) j (x8+14x4y4+ y8) (n8)&3(d(u, v)4)&1&3j,
0 j_13 \
n
8
&1&3
d(u, v)
4 +& .
Now let 0 be an ordered set of four coordinates. Without loss of
generality we may assume that 0=[1, 2, 3, 4]. Relations among the
integers
|Ci (2, 4)|, |Ci (1, 3)|, |Ci (3, 4)|, |Ci (1, 4)|, |Ci (2, 3)|, |Ci (1, 2)|
give information about the 2-design property of 0. As in the 1-design case
we have just considered, we introduce two polynomials
W (1)0 = :
n&2
j=2
( |Cj (2, 4)|&|Cj (1, 3)| ) xn& j&2y j&2
and
W (2)0 = :
n&2
j=2
(&|Cj (3, 4)|+|Cj (1, 4)|+|Cj (2, 3)|&|Cj (1, 2)| ) xn& j&2y j&2.
Actually, it will suffice to analyze the polynomial
W0=iW (1)0 +W
(2)
0 ,
where i denotes the the complex number - &1.
The smallest weight i for which we have |Ci (2, 4)|&|Ci (1, 3)|{0 or
&|Ci (3, 4)|+|Ci (1, 4)|+|Ci (2, 3)|&|Ci (1, 2)|{0 is called the 2-local
minimum weight with respect to 0, denoted by d(0). If there is no such
integer then we write d(0)=, which means that 0=[1, 2, 3, 4] admits
the 2-design property.
With these conventions, we can now establish our results:
Theorem 3. Suppose that C is a binary self-dual code with minimum
distance d(C)4. If 0 admits the 1-design property then we have
W0(x, y)=W0 \x+ y- 2 ,
x& y
- 2 + .
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Especially, we have
W j0(x, y)=W
j
0 \x+ y- 2 ,
x& y
- 2 +
for j=1, 2.
Lemma 2. Assume that C is a doubly even self-dual code and that 0
admits the 1-design property. If d(0)>(n+8)6 then d(0)=, thus 0
admits the 2-design property.
As for the 1-design property of extremal codes now Lemma 2 yields
Corollary 2. The codewords of any nonzero weight i{n of an
extremal doubly even self-dual code of length n=24m+8k, k=0, 1 form a
2-design.
We wish to point out that in the case k=0 there exists even the stronger
result of Assmus and Mattson [1] that the codewords of a given weight
24m>i4m+4 form a 5-design. In the case n=24m+16 one cannot
expect to get a 2-design. But an immediate consequence of the following
Theorem 4 is
Corollary 3. If the codewords of some nonzero weight i{n of an
extremal doubly even self-dual code of length n=24m+16 form a 2-design,
then this is true for the codewords of any nonzero weight.
Theorem 4. Let C be a doubly even self-dual code with 2-local minimum
distance d(0){ and suppose that 0 admits the 1-design property. Then we
have
W0(x, y)=(xy(x4& y4))d(0)&2 F[x, y],
where F[x, y] is a linear combination of the polynomials
(x4y4(x4& y4)4) j (x8+14x4y4+ y8)(n8)&3(d(0)4)+1&3j,
0 j_13 \
n
8
+1&3
d(0)
4 +& .
Clearly, the same representation holds then also for the polynomials
W j0(x, y) for j=1, 2.
We now begin the proofs. A key point is the following section on certain
spherical theta functions.
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2. THETA FUNCTIONS
Throughout this paper we will use the terminology of [2].
Let N2 be an even integer and denote by | a primitive (2N)th root
of unity. Clearly,
|N=&1.
Since
:
N
j=1
|2j=0,
it is immediate that
Q(x1 , ..., xN)=\ :
N
j=1
x j | j+
N
is a harmonic polynomial with Q(|, |2, ..., |N)=0.
For c=(c1 , ..., cN) # FN2 we introduce the lattice
1c=
N
i=1
(- 2)1&2ci Z
with its spherical theta function
c({)= :
x # 1c
- 2N Q(x) q(x, x)2 (2)
= :
x # - 2 1c
Q(x) q(x, x)4, (3)
where q=e2?i{, Im {>0. We see at once that
Vol(1c)=- 2N&2w(c).
The dual lattice 1 Cc is given by
1 Cc =1cC ,
where cC denotes the element c+(1, 1, ..., 1). By [2] (compare 3.1) we
know that
c \&1{+=iN 
{
i
3N 1
- 2N&2w(c)
cC({). (4)
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Furthermore, we need the functions
%c({)= :
x # 2c
Q(x) q(x, x)4, (5)
where the subset 2c of - 2 1c is defined by the rule
2c=
N
i=1
(2Z+ci).
Using the representation Z=2Z _ (2Z+1) we can clearly decompose
- 2 1c uniquely into the disjoint union of the subsets 2d , dc, where the
relation dc denotes the fact that di=1 implies ci=1.
It follows therefore that
c= :
dc
%d . (6)
Conversely, we show now that %c can be expressed in terms of the functions
d , dc:
Lemma 3. We have that
%c= :
dc
(&1)w(c)&w(d ) d . (7)
Proof. We argue by induction on w(c). By Eq. (6) we obtain that
%c=c& :
d<c
%d .
Therefore we can assume that w(c)1. For d<c it follows by induction
that
%d= :
xd
(&1)w(d)&w(x) x ,
whence
%c=c& :
d<c
:
xd
(&1)w(d )&w(x) x .
Reversing the order of summation, we conclude that
%c=c& :
x<c
:
xd<c
(&1)w(d)&w(x) x .
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For a given integer j with w(x) j<w(c) there are exactly
\w(c)&w(x)j&w(x) +
elements d satisfying w(d )= j and xd<c. Thus
%c=c& :
x<c
:
w(x) j<w(c)
(&1) j&w(x) \w(c)&w(x)j&w(x) + x .
Trivially, we have that
:
w(x) j<w(c)
(&1) j&w(x) \w(c)&w(x)j&w(x) +=&(&1)w(c)&w(x).
But then we obtain the relation
%c=c+ :
x<c
(&1)w(c)&w(x)x ,
and the desired expression for %c follows.
In order to establish certain relations among these theta functions we
define a mapping _ of FN2 in F
N
2 by the rule c
_=(cN , c1 , , ..., cN&1) for
c=(c1 , ..., cN).
Lemma 4. We have
c_=&c
and
%c_=&%c .
Proof. In view of Eq. (6) it suffices to prove the second statement of the
lemma. First of all, &%c=|N%c . Setting 4r(c)=[x # 2c | (x, x)=4r] and
using the fact that with (x1 , ..., xN) # 2c also (\x1 , ..., \xN) # 2c , we
obtain that
|N :
x # 4r(c)
Q(x)=|N :
(x1 , ..., xN) # 4r(c)
\ :
N
i=1
xi |i+
N
= :
(x1 , ..., xN) # 4r(c)
\ :
N
i=1
xi |i+1+
N
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= :
(x1 , ..., xN) # 4r(c)
\&xN|+ :
N
i=2
xi&1 |i+
N
= :
(x1 , ..., xN) # 4r(c)
\xN|+ :
N
i=2
xi&1|i+
N
= :
( y1 , ..., yN) # 4r(c
_)
\ :
N
i=1
yi |i+
N
= :
y # 4r(c
_)
Q( y).
The lemma is proved.
This result yields the following relations
c_ j={c ,&c ,
j#0 (mod 2)
j#1 (mod 2)
(8)
and
%c_ j={%c ,&%c ,
j#0 (mod 2)
j#1 (mod 2).
(9)
Especially, we conclude that
(0, ..., 0)=%(0, ..., 0)=0
(1, ..., 1)=%(1, ..., 1)=0.
As an immediate consequence of the definitions, we obtain that
%c({)=qw(c)4(a0(c)+a1(c) q+ } } } ),
where a0(c)+a1(c) q+ } } } is a power series in q.
It follows that
%c({+1)=ew(c) ?i2%c({). (10)
Finally, we require the exact value of the coefficient a0(c):
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Lemma 5. We have that
a0(c)= :
=i=\1
\ :
N
j=1
=j cj | j+
N
. (11)
Proof. We can write
a0(c)= :
x # 2c , (x, x)=w(c)
Q(x).
Let c=(c1 , ..., cN) and x # 2c with (x, x)=w(c). Then there are integers xj
such that x=(2x1+c1 , ..., 2xN+cN). Thus
:
N
j=1
(4x2j +4xj cj)=0.
Since x2j +xj0 for 1 jN, we conclude that x j=0 for cj=0 and
xj # [0, &1] for cj=1.
The lemma is proved.
2.1. The Case N=2
In the following it is convenient to write c1 , ..., cN instead of (c1 , ..., cN).
Suppose that N=2. Using the Eq. (6) and the relation (8) we conclude
that
%10=10=&01=&%01 . (2.12)
By Eq. (10) it follows that
%10({+1)=e?i2%10 . (13)
Furthermore, by Eqs. (4) and (12),
%10 \&1{+=&
{
i
6
%01({)
={i
6
%10({). (14)
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From the last two relations we infer that %410 is a cusp form of weight 12.
By Eq. (11),
a0(10)=&2,
thus it follows that
%410=16q ‘

n=1
(1&qn)24=
16
1728
2.
Using the notation of [2], we have
%10=&AB(A4&B4),
where
A({)= :
x # Z
qx2
(15)
B({)= :
x # 2Z+1
qx24.
For completeness we give the transformation rules for A and B (compare
[2])
A({+1)=A({)
B({+1)=e?i2B({)
A \&1{+=
{
i
A({)+B({)
- 2
(16)
B \&1{+=
{
i
A({)&B({)
- 2
.
2.2. The Case N=4
We normalize the choice of | by setting |2=i. Using Eqs. (8) and (9)
we obtain the relations
%1000=1000
%0111=0111&1000+1010
(17)
%1010=1010&21000
%1001=1001.
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First of all, we study the function
%1001=1001=q12(a0(1001)+a1(1001) q+ } } } ).
Because of (11), we have that
a0(1001)=24|2=24i.
As in the case N=2 we have just considered, we conclude that
%1001({+1)=e?i%1001({)
%1001 \&1{+=
{
i
12
%1001 .
Hence the function %21001 is a cusp form of weight 12. It follows immediately
that
%21001=&24
2q ‘

n=1
(1&qn)24=&
242
1728
2. (18)
Thus (compare [2])
%1001=6iA2B2(A4&B4)2. (19)
Next, we would like to prove the following relation
Lemma 6. We have
%1010 AB=%1000B2&%0111A2. (20)
Proof. Let .=%1000B2&%0111A2&%1010AB. From the rules given by
(10) and (16) we infer that
.({+1)=e3?i2.({).
Substituting the Eqs. (17) we obtain the representation
.=1000B2&(0111&1000+1010) A2&(1010&21000) AB.
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With the help of (4) and (16) a straightforward computation yields
. \&1{+=
{
i
12 1
2
0111({) {i
2 1
2
(A({)&B({))2
&\{i
12
21000({)&{i
12 1
2
0111({)
&{i
12
1010({)) {i
2 1
2
(A({)+B({)+
2
&\&{i
12
1010({)&2 {i
12 1
2
0111({)) {i
2 1
2
(A({)2&B({)2+
=
1
4 \
{
i+
7
(A({)&B({))2 0111({)
&
1
4 \
{
i+
7
(A({)+B({))2(41000({)&0111({)&21010({))
&
1
2 \
{
i+
7
(A({)2&B({)2)(&1010({)&0111({))
=&\{i+
7
(B({)2 1000({)&A({)2 (0111({)&1000({)+1010({))
&A({) B({)(1010({)&21000({)))
=&\{i+
7
.({). (21)
Thus .4 is a modular form of weight 28. Since we have
.4({)=aq3+higher order terms,
the desired equation .=0 follows.
As a corollary of the lemma, Eq. (17) yields:
Corollary 4. We have
1000=
AB1010+A2(1010+0111)
(A+B)2
.
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Finally, we prove
Lemma 7.
%1000 B2+%0111 A2=&6A3B3(A4&B4)2=i%1001AB. (22)
Proof. We study the function
=
%1000B2+%0111 A2
AB
.
Clearly, by (16) and (10) it follows that
({+1)=e?i({). (23)
The relations (17) give the representation
({)=
1000 B2+(0111&1000+1010) A2
AB
hence, by Corollary 4, it follows that
=
B1010+A(1010+20111)
A+B
.
Now (4) and (16) give
 \&1{+=
_&(A({)&B({)) - {i
12 1010({)+(A({)+B({))
_- {i12 (&1010({)+41000({)) &
2A({)
=&{6
&2A({) 1010({)+(A({)+B({)) 41000({)
2A({)
.
Substituting the relation given by Corollary 4 and expanding, we obtain
that
 \&1{+=&{6 \1010({)+
2A({) 0111({)
A({)+B({) +
=&{6({).
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This equation together with (23) yields that 2 is a modular form of weight
12. But by (11) we have that
=q12(&24+higher order terms). (24)
Thus by (23) we conclude that
2=242q ‘

n=1
(1&qn)24,
hence
2=
242
1728
2
=62A4B4(A4&B4)4.
Using Eq. (19) it follows that
%1000 B2+%0111 A2=&6A3B3(A4&B4)2=i%1001AB.
The lemma is proved.
3. THE LOCAL WEIGHT ENUMERATOR
The given code C yields an integral unimodular lattice 1C=1/Rn
(compare [2, Proposition 1.3]). We would like to study the t-design
property of a set of N coordinates. Without loss of generality we may
assume that the subset of coordinates is given by the ordered set
0=[1, 2, ..., N].
Then we define the harmonic polynomial
P(x1 , ..., xn)=\ :
N
i=1
x i |i+
N
.
By [2, Proposition 3.1], the spherical theta function
({)= :
x # 1
- 2NP(x) q12(x, x)
= :
x # - 2 1
P(x) q14(x, x) (25)
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satisfies the identity
 \&1{+=iN 
{
i
n+2N
({). (26)
If C is a doubly even self-dual code, then n is divisible by 8 and  is a cusp
form of weight n2+N.
For a given weight i and an element c # FN2 we denote by &i (c) the
number of codewords of weight i intersecting 0 in exactly the word c.
Using Eq. (25) and the definitions of A and B we obtain then that
= :
n
i=0
:
c # F
2
N
&i (c) An&i&(N&w(c))Bi&w(c)%c . (27)
If the minimum distance of the code C is at least N and if furthermore
N(n+2)2 then we get the special representation
= :
n&N
i=N
:
c # F
2
N
& i (c) An&i&N+1B i&N+1(%cAw(c)&1BN&w(c)&1), (28)
where we have used the fact that %0 . . .0=%1. . .1=0.
In order to receive informations about the integers &i (c) one needs rela-
tions between the functions %cAw(c)&1BN&w(c)&1. In the last two sections
we established such relations for N=2 and N=4.
3.1. The Case N=2
Putting all together we obtain the relation
= :
n&2
i=2
(& i (10)&&i (01)) An&i&1Bi&1%10
= :
n&2
i=2
( |Ci (1)|&|C i (2)| ) An&i&1Bi&1%10
=W(1, 2)(A, B) %10 . (29)
From Eq. (26) we infer that
 \&1{+=&
{
i
n+4
({),
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hence it follows that
&{i
n+4
W(1, 2)(A, B) %10
= \&1{+
=W(1, 2) \A \&1{+ , B \&
1
{++ %10 \&
1
{+
=W(1, 2) \{i
A({)+B({)
- 2
, {i
A({)&B({)
- 2 + 
{
i
6
%10({)
={i
n&2
{i
6
W(1, 2) \A({)+B({)- 2 ,
A({)&B({)
- 2 + %10({).
From this relation we conclude immediately Theorem 1, because the func-
tions A and B are algebraically independent.
Now we assume that C is a doubly even self-dual code which admits the
1-local minimum weight d(1, 2)=d1 with respect to the coordinates 1, 2.
Then  is a cusp form of weight n2+2 and n is divisible by 8.
Let us denote by Ek the normalized Eisenstein series of weight k4. We
have (compare [2] )
A8+14A4B4+B8=E4 .
Furthermore, from [2, p. 50], we obtain then that
E 26=E
3
4&2
=(A8+14A4B4+B8)3&
1728
16
A4B4(A4&B4)4
=(A12&33A8B4&33A4B8+B12)2.
Because there are no (nontrivial) cusp forms of weight k=6, 10, 14 the
pair (1, 2) admits the 1-design property for n=8, 16, 24. Therefore we
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may assume that n32. The space of cusp forms of weight n2+2 has the
base
2 jE6E (n8)&3j&14 , 1j
1
3 _
n
8
&1& .
Since for d1 {
W(1, 2)(A, B) %10=&W(1, 2)(A, B) AB(A4&B4)
=aqd1 4+higher order terms, (30)
we see at once that W(1, 2)(A, B)=0 if d1>(n&8)6, which proves
Lemma 1. Now assume that d1 {. Then we have
=2d1 4E6F({),
where F({) is a modular form of weight n2&3d1&4. It follows then that
W(1, 2)(A, B) AB(A4&B4)
=(A4B4(A4&B4)4)d1 4 (A12&33A8B4&33A4B8+B12) F $({)
=(AB(A4&B4))d1 (A12&33A8B4&33A4B8+B12) F $({),
where F $ is a modular form of weight n2&3d1&4. Because A and B are
algebraically independent, Theorem 2 is proved.
3.2. The Case N=4
Here we choose four coordinates and we may assume that
0=[1, 2, 3, 4]. Furthermore, we suppose that the minimum distance of
the code is at least 4 and that n6. Finally, we assume that 0 admits the
1-design property. We have to deduce relations among the six integers
|Ci (2, 4)|, |Ci (1, 3)|, |Ci (3, 4)|, |Ci (1, 4)|, |Ci (2, 3)|, |Ci (1, 2)|.
Setting
_i (1000)=&i (1000)&&i (0100)+&i (0010)&&i (0001)
_i (0111)=&i (0111)&&i (1011)+&i (1101)&&i (1110)
_i (1001)=&i (1001)&&i (1100)+&i (0110)&&i (0011)
_i (1010)=&i (1010)&&i (0101),
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we obtain that (remember that %0000=%1111=0)
= :
n&4
i=4
:
c # F2
4
&i (c) An&i&3Bi&3%c Aw(c)&1B3&w(c)
= :
n&4
i=4
_ i (1000) An&i&3Bi&3%1000B2
+ :
n&4
i=4
_ i (0111) An&i&3Bi&3%0111A2
+ :
n&4
i=4
_ i (1001) An&i&3Bi&3%1001AB
+ :
n&4
i=4
_ i (1010) An&i&3Bi&3%1010AB. (31)
By Eq. (20) we conclude then that
= :
n&4
i=4
(_i (1000)+_ i (1010)) An&i&3Bi&3%1000B2
+ :
n&4
i=4
(_i (0111)&_i (1010)) An&i&3Bi&3%0111A2
+ :
n&4
i=4
_i (1001) An&i&3Bi&3%1001AB.
By the principle of inclusion and exclusion and using the fact that 0 admits
the 1-design property, we obtain the relations
_i (1000)+_i (1010)=|Ci (2, 4)|&|Ci (1, 3)|
_i (0111)&_i (1010)=|Ci (2, 4)|&|Ci (1, 3)| (32)
_i (1001)=&|Ci (3, 4)|+|Ci (1, 4)|+|Ci (2, 3)|&|Ci (1, 2)|.
It follows by Eq. (22) that
= :
n&4
j=4
(i( |C j (2, 4)|&|Cj (1, 3)| )&|Cj (3, 4)|+|Cj (1, 4)|
+|Cj (2, 3)|&|Cj (1, 2)| ) An& j&3B j&3%1001AB
=W0(A, B) %1001 .
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As in the case N=2, we conclude now that
{i
n+8
W0(A, B) %1001
= \&1{+
=W0 \A \&1{+ , B \&
1
{++ %1001 \&
1
{+
=W0 \{i
A({)+B({)
- 2
, {i
A({)&B({)
- 2 + 
{
i
12
%1001({)
={i
n&4
{i
12
W0 \A({)+B({)- 2 ,
A({)&B({)
- 2 + %1001({).
Since the functions A and B are algebraically independent we obtain
Theorem 3.
Now let C be a doubly even self-dual code admitting the 2-local mini-
mum weight d(0)=d2 . Then  is a cusp form of weight n2+4. Since there
is no nontrivial cusp form of weight 8, 0 admits the 2-design property for
n=8. Thus we may assume that n16.
Then
W0%1001=6iW0A2B2(A4&B4)2
=aqd2 4+higher order terms
or d2=. On the other hand, the space of cusp forms of weight n2+4
admits the base
2 jE (n8)+1&3j4
with j1 and 3j(n8)+1. It follows at once that W0=0 if
d2>(n+8)6, which proves Lemma 2.
Now let d2 {. Then
=2d2 4F({),
where F is a modular form of weight n2&3d2+4. Using (19) it follows
that
W0(AB(A4&B4))2=(AB(A4&B4))d2 F $({),
where also F $ is a modular form of weight n2&3d2+4.
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Since the space of forms of weight n2&3d2+4 admits the base
2 jE (n8)&3(d2 4)&3j+14
with j0, 3j(n8)+1&3(d24) and because the functions A and B are
algebraically independent, Theorem 4 is proved.
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